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it would be equally preposterous to deny these things
to the citizen. If the concept of the social organism
is rigorously applied the result is State-slavery on an
unparalleled scale. Men are likened to fingers, and given
no life but that of sensation and obedience. In fact,
they cease to be men.
Again, how can the community have a will apart
from the single wills of its members ?    These separate
wills may act in concert and such union will increase
their vigour, just as men in crowds feel and act more
violently thalil men in isolation.    But there is no separate
entity,  * the crowd-mind'.    Mind is  an  attribute of
brain : d^g or strike the brain and it ceases to function.
But there is no crowd-brain ; there is simply an aggre-
gate of single brains.   The minds of the individuals axe
doubtless affected by aggregation, so that the sum of
the minds of the crowd differs from the sum of those
minds taken in isolation.    But if the general mind is
fiction^ $Q too is the general jsviJJ^   For will, like mind,
depends for its" dSstence on a physical structure or
person.   The will must be somebody's will, and society
or the State can only be given personality by a metaphor.
Well would it have been for political theory if tT>ig.
metaphor had never been used, so formidable are the
complications to which it has led I
Undoubtedly a purpose or an idea can be shared by
groups of people, and it is perfectly justifiable to speak of
a general idea. This idea exists in many minds and may
be* passed on from generation to generation. Any
form of society usually or even necessarily has some
common idea around which its activities centre, In
any educational college or group of colleges there is an
idea or system of ideas shared by the majority of the
members : they inherit the idea and alter it by their
thought and conduct for good or ill; and this idea is

